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To: APD Technical Staff 6, 2002 

From: Dom Ruggeri, Team Leader 
Dispersion Modeling Team 

Subject: Modeling Adjustment Factor for Fugitive Emissions 

Procedure 

As part of our model refinement process, we developed a new prclcedUl model fugitive 
emissions near the ground. The procedure also applies to <>rr,i",,,,,,,,,,, sources 
characterized as pseudo points. The 0.6 adjustment factor we propm:;e in more 
representative predicted concentrations; however, the overall ""nrlQllnrl proce~;s should still yield 
conservative results. The adjustment factor can be used with the Industrial 
VVU''-,<;;i' Complex (ISC) models, as applicable. The factor is modeling 
process and cannot be used to lower the emissions represented in application or 
those that will included in the Maximum Allowable Emission (MAERT). 

Since there is a lack of empirical data concerning fugitive releases source types we 
cannot provide further refinement at this time. However, we will ,",,,,,~;t!n, tailor our modeling 
process for individual applicants on a case-by-case basis if sltE~~S~)ecltlc empirical 
data or other mitigating factors. Apply the factor for fugitive that are about 10 
rnsters (m) or less as follows: 

Modeling Fugitive Sources Only 

Multiply the emission rate by 0.6 for each fugitive source the result into the 
model. 

Or, 

the actual emission rate for each fugitive source . Multiply the 
predicted concentration by 0.6. 

Modeling Mixed Sources 

Multiply the emission rate by 0.6 for each fugitive source result into the 
model. 

And, 

Enter the actual emission rate for all other source types 
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